HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS!

Jon Klassen’s Hat Trilogy
Activity Kit

First a bear lost his pointy red hat. Then a small fish thought he could get away with stealing a big fish’s blue bowler hat. Finally, a turtle found a tall white hat that looks good on him—but it looks good on his best friend, too.

This kit for Jon Klassen enthusiasts everywhere features all your favorite hat-obsessed, shifty-eyed animals in fun activities, from drawing to mazes. It’s time you asked yourself: Is there anything more important than a hat?
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Drawing Activity

Jon Klassen conveys meaning and emotion in his illustrations through his characters’ eyes. Draw eyes on the animals below to show different emotions.
Drawing Activity

Jon Klassen’s turtles found a tall white hat. What kind of hat does your turtle find? Draw your own turtle and hat below.
Match the hat from Column A to its owner in Column B. But watch out! Some of the animals are not the real owners of the hats.

**Matching**

A

- Red cone
- Green hat
- White hat

B

- Fish
- Turtle
- Bird
- Caterpillar
- Bear
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Maze

Two turtles. One hat. Can you find a way through the maze to the hat for each turtle?
Connect the Dots

Now it’s your turn to find a hat. Connect the dots and color what you find.